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To register for our Camps, Workshops or
Courses go to www.bennersfarm.com
T’s were constantly improved and updated till fifteen million were produced by 1927. As he produced these cars he
added many innovations, lowering the price and improving
the quality, (one could buy a later T for $300 or less), these
included the assembly line and huge plants where all raw
materials were brought in, then manufactured into the
final product. He owned forests for the wood, mines for
the metal, animals for the seats, and on and on. Constant
improvements and ideas added changes, often monthly,
in order to make the cars cheaper, faster and easier to fix.
At one time he was producing a car every three minutes!
The Ford quote, “Any customer can have a car painted any
color that he wants so long as it is black”, was grounded
in the fact that black paint dried faster, was tougher and
simplified that part of the assembly line and was one of his
enhancements. At one time half of the cars in this country
were Model Ts.

TT
Last

The car was built for the times. There were few roads and
those were seldom paved. Ford built his cars so that they
could slog through mud, uneven surfaces, be light, tough,
simple to drive and easily fixed by everyone. His manuals include both women and men in its introduction. He

March while in Florida I got a call from our old
neighbor, Jimmy Athans, asking if I wanted to buy a 1924
Model TT truck. The back story was that his son would
not work on the truck thinking it was coated with lead
paint. Nothing Jim could say would change his mind so
the truck was up for sale.

I had looked into buying an older era vehicle years before
but begged off as often there was simply too little room
to sit comfortably behind the steering wheel, (folks were
smaller back then!) I’ve always thought that a vintage
vehicle like the one offered would be a great fit for our
farm and business. It would also fit with my penchant for
collecting transitional items for the farm. For instance, a
few years back I bought a player piano, (soon followed by
another!), and began to collect the paper rolls that are used
to reproduce the music, replacing the tradition of actually
playing old time music when guests arrived. It changed
the way folks entertained just as the automobile changed
the way we got around and moved goods.

The Model T was the first automobile to be affordable to
the masses. Henry Ford began making automobiles in
1896, constantly improving them with new, often cheaper,
models as he moved through the alphabet. His T Model
was introduced on October 1, 1908 and sold for $825. Model

used almost unbreakable resilient vanadium steel, added
two semi-elliptic springs that allowed the car to traverse
unbelievably rough early paths and fields. His engines
were simple to work on and parts were available across
the country.

Continued from first page

It became known as the Tin Lizzie or Flivver and changed

the world. Before these cars were available cities were
awash in manure. Picture what streets in New York City
must have looked and smelled like then add the adventure
getting across them. Imagine living in a world who’s top
speed was ten miles an hour or slower. Model Ts could
travel at forty plus and were cheap to maintain. They
revolutionized the world and sanitized the streets!

In 1917, Ford built three

Model T trucks with unfinished chassis’. The
buyer supplying the body
and bed. From the windshield to the front of the
vehicle it was a Model T,
but the wheelbase was
25 inches longer and the
strengthened frame could
carry a ton of materials.
They were slow, having
a 22 mph top speed as
the rear axle and gearing
used a heavy duty worm
drive. Some like mine,
had a special gearing that
allowed faster speeds and
sported an accessory gearbox or Ruckstell, which doubled
the normal low and high gears allowing easier hill-climbing
with loads.

My 1924 TT once had one of the first offered factory bodies.
When I got the truck most of that body was gone. One of
the perks in owning a Model T is that not only are parts
readily available, but there are a huge range of restoration possibilities. Some owners bring the vehicles back
to showroom condition using only original screws, parts
and whatever is needed in their renovations. These autos
are often the ones you might see at a car show. However,
strangely, rusted fresh out of the barn cars and trucks
might also be found. Luckily everything between these
extremes is ok. That latitude was a welcome fringe benefit
with my newfound hobby.
I had some of the body; one door, a rear body skirt, the back
panel with window and one kerosene side lamp. Jimmy
had done some work on the truck putting in new wiring,
replacing the carburetor and gas tank, adding a new battery, tires and spark plugs. He had configured a seat and
used the existing floorboards in order to run the vehicle on
the road. Jim is much shorter than I, so the seat position
was tight even with the ‘fat man wheel’, an after-market
steering wheel that folded out of way upon entering the
truck. I determined that I would fabricate my own cab
and truck bed to better fit me, and to fulfill my use of the
truck on the farm and around the community.

Forty years ago I had borrowed a truck, traveled to the

Bronx and brought several white pine logs that were being
cut on an ancient Dutch homestead. I had the logs milled
at Schuster’s farm in Yaphank, then stored the boards
under cover behind the grey barn. I had deferred use of
these logs till ‘the right time’. That time was now. My plan
was to build a more roomy finished wooden cab with new
upholstery and eventually, a convertible roof. The rear bed
would be rustic and adaptable.

This configuration allows the use of the truck for a number
of purposes. It has already been used as a display on weekends to sell produce and plants. During the Harvest Fair I
set up our produce on the bed and noticed an older fellow
wistfully looking at the presentation. After inquiry he told
me that his grandfather sold vegetables and fruits from
each side of a similar truck when he was a kid. Perhaps I
will take visitors on a Flivver tour around the farm or use
the truck to transport bridal parties to their ceremony. I
hope to drive the truck in the Memorial Day parade, replete
with a small band in the back playing patriotic tunes. I’m
sure that soon the TT will be an integral part of the farm.

Slowly I am reaching these goals with help from old and

new friends. When I got the truck I was told that it ran
and could be driven. After a week or so of trying to start
the beast, I was only getting a few individual pops of the
engine. I needed a mentor and found one by posting on the
Model T Club’s forum. Tom Pilz, from Manorville, offered to
help get the engine going and generally look over my find.
I invited George Reamy to come by while Tom figured out
what was amiss. Model T configuration is different from any
other car I’ve ever worked on. Tom carefully trouble shot
the various possibilities by checking on the fuel availability,
spark, compression, and distribution of the spark. He found
a number of problems and slowly, with George and I helping,
fixed them all.
After an afternoon’s readjustments, we
got the engine
to start and
got the chance
to drive it
around the
lower parking lot. A few
days later
Tom was back
with his own
set of coil boxes and a better case to hold them. I took the
main jet needle to my workshop and ground it down from
misshapen to needlelike. We could then adjust the engine
to run even more smoothly. Over the next months the front
end was completely taken apart and rejuvenated, the radiator was refurbished, the cab was reconfigured with new seat
upholstery added and the bed for the truck is almost done.
It’s been licensed and insured, and I’ve driven the truck
on our local roads a few times. This spring I’m expecting
to go over the rear of the vehicle and add Rocky Mountain
Brakes for safety reasons, and adaptable stairs to allow

folks to climb into the back of the truck. When these additions are finished I
can take all of the jury-rigged wood I’ve used to shape the cab and bed apart,
then finish it. When I reassemble all of these parts I’ll tighten all of the bolts,
screws and hardware, making the truck body and bed much stronger while
quieting the creaks and rattles that now accompany my short forays around
the farm. I will need to wire the rear lights, readjust the engine and braking
system, then attach the new Benner’s Farm signs on the side boards. Then I
will be able to take the truck on longer trips and around town.

Recently I was reminded that Jean was born in the great snowstorm of 1948
that hit at the end of January. At the same time that she was a newborn in
Brooklyn, I was being run over by a Model T in Hellertown, Pennsylvania.
I was playing with my brother in an igloo my dad had built after cleaning
the driveway from the snow that had built up throughout the storm. I was
four and my Mom had dressed me to resemble the Michelin man. Somehow
I fell in the street in front of our house and at the very same time a Model T
was approaching. The street was snow covered and slippery and the braking
was sketchy and by the time the car stopped only my head was visible from
under the front of the car. The poor driver and my Mom scooped me up and
carried me into the kitchen where I was stripped and checked out. Except
for the embarrassment I was fine. I never expected to have this event to be
associated with my life decades later. The sizable clearance that allowed cars to use the rough roads and byways of
yesteryear had saved me from probable injuries. Maybe that’s why I’m drawn to these classic early
conveyances and this particular vehicle.

Hello and Goodbye

It is with some sadness that I must report that the news-

letter, that we’ve produced for 35 years, will end in its
current form. We began to print it as a way to promote our
growing business and to remind friends of the farm of our
offerings. Most of the space was taken up by articles that
touched on the farm and the ever-changing lifestyle that
our family has cultivated. Our lives,
like the farm, have taken an organic
trip through time, growing, maturing,
being weeded out, and weathering
with the times. We’ve enjoyed bringing you, our readers, glimpses into
the wild animals that live with us, the
tame ones that we raise, the learnings
we have gathered, and the changes
that we have made. Our story hasn’t
ended, just the way we’re sharing it
with you as print media switches to
digital media.

yearly needs of our farm business. Jean and I are trying
to step back from the time when all of the decisions were
made by us. The newsletter is one of the vestiges of that
time. It has communicated our voices to our readers for
decades and I don’t want that voice to be silenced, just offered in a different way.

Accordingly I’ve decided to continue

to fulfill some of the goals of the newsletter by printing a seasonal hand out
with a story about what’s going on
and what we are offering that season.
We will pass that out to our first time
visitors and send it out to our many
friends locally and across the nation.
We will not be sending to schools
anymore or to folks who no longer
frequent the farm.

I’m going to try to start a blog and
perhaps a podcast to find out if there
Christmas Kirsten gave Jean
is interest online of our meanderings.
and I a StoryWorth account that
Benner's Farm
I will include many of the articles
makes it easy to electronically record
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that we’ve written in the past with
stories from the past. Every week both
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perspective that time has heaped
of us get a separate question to answer
2020, vol. 34
upon us about them. Periodically I’ll
about our childhood and biography.
glean some of the history from Jean’s
We can add pictures or other visuals
and at the end of the year all of the writings and images Coming and Goings articles that we’ve found to be a sort
will be printed in book form. Pretty neat! Like all of our of journal and time-line for our homesteading adventure.
children, she thinks of great presents. This particular one We’ll learn how to get these online and try it for a time,
got me to thinking not only abut personal memories but then reevaluate again for its worth. Stay tuned, we will
about the changes that are happening on the farm. Each announce the beginnings on our website and
year our sons take on more and more of the day to day and other online accounts we’ve added over time.

This

Garden Corner Farmstand
Over the years we’ve had seasonal farm stands.

We
sold our strawberries by the road early-on followed
closely by mum and pumpkin sales in the fall. For
years we sold Easter flowers until our Easter Egg hunts
overpowered that weekend. Periodically we still put out
a stand to sell extra strawberries in season, but that is
rare. I’ve always liked our stands, as they gave me a
direct touch with the folks in our community. I truly
missed my yearly customers who would buy flowers
for their Moms, Aunts, Grandmothers or Easter table.
Often, especially on the holiday, families would come
all decked out in their spring finery to buy that special
pot for someone, or use it as a memorial. Sigh…

This year the garden became more of a focal point for

Comings and Goings
A year has passed since we last wrote.

Bob decided not to
do a fall Newsletter last year so I must look back a whole
year. It is still quite a stretch; so forgive me if I’ve missed
something.

Early in February we sent out our spring newsletter, then
started registration for camps, classes, workshops and
courses. We tapped our maple trees then began collecting
maple sap in preparation for our Maple Syrup demonstration days. The kids at our first “Winter Break Camp” had
a chance to preview the maple syrup process and learn
about winter on the farm. They all had a wonderful time
so we are offering it again this year on the first two days
of winter break, February 17th and 18th, 2020.

the campers who not only had "weed and feed" time (we
give garden weeds to our animals and it is a fun experience
for campers), but they also learned about CSA production
by planting, picking, presenting and selling our organic
veggies twice a week at the Camp's Farm-stand. When
you can show where food comes from, how it grows, how
its sold, then eat it, (farm to table), it educates many kids
whose only knowledge of where food comes from is the
Stop & Shop. It was gratifying to see how engaged they
were and how seriously they took their newly found tasks.

This year, as noted in the lead article, we will be selling from

the back of the Model T truck bed during weekends and at our
festivals. It is a natural extension of our ongoing old fashioned
farm fun! I hope to see you there so we can say hello and catch up!

Last February’s Maple Syrup Demonstration Days hosted

a record number of people over the four days. The weather
held and over 1300 scouts and their families came, then
another 400 during the Homestead arts event Saturday
afternoon. We sold almost all our syrup and maple sugar
candy, lots of jam, t-shirts, and maple tapping kits. It was
a busy few days. In March, while we enjoyed another
month in Florida, Sam was teaching Colonial Programs
in schools all over Long Island. Then, everyone got ready
for Opening Day April 6th. Since Easter was April 21st,
Bob and I did not have to return from Florida until mid
month and although we were prepared for the thousands of
people who come to the farm for our Egg Hunts on Easter
weekend, the weather was a disappointment. Rain and
cold on Saturday resulted in fewer visitors but Sunday
was quite busy.

S pring

Break Camp
had to contend with continued cold and rainy
weather, but that didn’t
stop the fun and excitement as newly hatched
chicks, games, crafts
and scavenger hunts entertained the kids. All
week our campers were
anticipating the first
goat and lamb births,
and on the last day of
camp, just before dismissal, Georgia gave
birth to two beautiful
baby boy kids! What
a finish for those who
attended! Matt Dowd,
a long time camper,
volunteer, and goat historian extraordinaire,
finally got to see a goat
birth! Dahlia followed
with a little girl, Ruby, who joined Quartz and Diamond in
the maternity stall. A few days later, after the kids were
separated from their moms, Tip, a neutered five day old
Angus bull calf joined the three kids in the nursery. Although Tip was much bigger than the goat kids, the babies
all settled in nicely.

Tip was a little unsteady on his long legs and somehow,

that first Friday night, he rubbed his face against something in his stall and caught his left eyelid, then pulled,
tearing the lid toward the inner corner of his eye. Although
there was no blood, I noticed the little flap of skin hanging in his eye while giving him his morning bottle. Matt,
who had come to bottle-feed the goat kids and meet Tip,
examined the stall with his sharp eyes and hands, feeling
along every board for anything that could catch or hurt.
He did find a few things but we had no idea what actually caused the injury. We called our neighbor and local
veterinarian, Dr. Templeton, who came and stapled the
eyelid together and gave us medication for the eye. Nature
is amazing and the repair seemed to be taking. His body’s
protective devices caused the inner lid to cover the eye and
turn white. This nictitating membrane is a translucent
third eyelid that can be drawn across the eye to moisten
it while healing. It didn’t seem to bother little Tip (named
for the white tip on his tail) but it looked kind of creepy
for awhile. Several weeks later, when the staples were
removed, examination found that the splinter had actually punctured his cornea and that although now healed,
Tip would have little or no vision in that eye. If you get a
chance to meet him now, you will be hard put to even notice
any problem at all as he has grown up fine and healthy
in spite of his disability. In May, we hosted the Vet Tech
class from Empire State University under the direction of
Dr Gary Campbell. These students did our tail docking,

neutering and gave shots to lambs, kids and calf while
Tabbethia Hubbold sheared the wool from our adult sheep
and suddenly we were ready for summer.

The

weather, however, continued to be cold and rainy
which gave us a late start planting vegetables in the garden and new strawberries plants in the field. Three deer,
who came onto our property in spite of the deer fence, ate
our new strawberry plants, vegetable starts and wreacked
havoc. May Day was a rain out. We never even put up the
May Pole! Eventually June came, strawberries ripened,
and were sold at our Strawberry Fair. We hosted a Sweet
16 party and several First Birthday extravaganzas. Then
Summer Camp took over the farm for eight weeks.

This year the garden became more of a focal point for the

campers, (see the Garden Corner). Campers and counselors
had a productive summer augmenting the farms beauty
with bountiful sunflowers, marigolds, zinnias, allium
blooms and the caged dahlias that grew tall and beautiful
throughout the Summer and Fall seasons. The sunflowers
actually helped to avert a potential tragedy for one of the
weddings at the end of the summer. The wedding planner
decided to pick up the wedding cake herself, (big mistake),
and in transit the multi-tiered cake collapsed. We heard
a wail of “help me!” from the poor woman who exited her
car with hands full of icing! Our Caterer, Jeannine, and
I ran to help and ended up taking the cake into our “little
house”. We put on gloves, covered a table, and we assessed
the damage. Jeannine put the top layer into the fridge
to harden the icing a bit as we worked on the lower layers. Luckily, the wedding had used a sunflower theme for
their decorations so I ran to the garden with clippers and
a bucket and came back with sunflowers of all sizes and
colors as well as edible greens. We smoothed, rebuilt and
re-decorated, adding sunflowers and frilly greens to the
cake. The day was saved. The cake was beautiful, and no
one was the wiser!

T he

last week of
camp, Erika Heilmann, sat us down
to tell us that after 8 years, she was
leaving the farm.
She had finished
her Yoga certification and wanted to
start her own business, teaching Yoga
to babies, tots, and
kids with special
needs. She is greatly missed here at
the farm, but she is
on her way, doing
great work, and we
wish her luck on her
new venture.

September 14th we attended the wedding of Jenna Dinc-

esen, to Alex Hopfenmuller. Jenna is the oldest daughter of
my cousin Carl and his wife Shelley Dincesen. The wedding
was held in Garden City at a beautiful venue with on-site
rooms for many of the out of town guests and relatives. It
started at 8 P.M. and we had to leave early as the next day
we would be busy hosting the Homestead Arts’ Fiddle and
Folk Festival! This Festival starts at 11 AM offering music
and entertainment all day culminating with an “all-star
Jam” and a contra dance to end the day! Over 400 people
came, among them were Kirsten, our grandsons, Kelan and
Reilly,and some of my cousins who had stayed after the
wedding and found time to join us before traveling home.
It was wonderful!

Last fall ten year old Trinity Columbel and her Mom Kerri,

brought a home-made pony coat to the farm to give Cocoa
Puff warmth during the winter. It was multicolored, festive and I’m sure the pony feels extra cozy as the winter
passes. When I heard about the gift and the long process
to make it, I was taken back by the families graciousness
and affection to care about our oldest animal on the farm.
We are so thankful fo the kindnesses that folks bestow
upon us. Thank you.

Autumns’

Mommy
and Me was taught
by a talented and
sweet music major,
Sarah Meyr, who
was between graduation and an internship in music
therapy. Sarah had
until December to
help us out. With
her guitar in hand
she led the Mommy
and Me, and some
of the Farm Fun

classes around the
farm. Sarah may return for camp this
summer! Arianna,
Noah, Sydney and
a few other camp
counselors stayed on
to teach classes this
fall and help us out
on weekends. These
young folks are going
to local colleges or
have part-time jobs
that allow them to
fit us into their busy
schedules. We hope
to see may of them
again this spring.
We are looking for
another teacher or
two who have teaching experience, and
are available for
weekday hours this
spring. Although the
college-aged people are wonderful, they are temporary and
we are looking for some stability to anchor our programs.
Sam, Dave and Ben will be interviewing this Spring. If you
are a retired teacher or a teacher mom or dad at home with
school aged children, give is a call. Maybe this is just what
you are looking for!

September brought some sad news with the death of a
long time friend Alice Graner. Alice was one of the original group that created the Spinning Study Group of Long
Island. There were five or six of us who met at the Library
and hashed out plans
for a Craft Guild whose
purpose was to study
and teach. We called
it a Spinning Study
Group because most of
us were new to spinning
and we wanted to perfect our techniques as
well as explore different
fibers, blends, types of
yarn and learn the best
uses for them. We experimented with different dye stuffs and mordants and then shared
what we learned with
the group. So when
Alice passed, her children were faced with over 40 years of
collected samples, books, equipment and hand-spun fibers
saved by their mother. They came to me with boxes of
books, bags of wool skeins and notes on what fibers were
used and how they behaved. They couldn’t bear to throw
them out so they asked me to share them with other like-

minded people. Talk about coals to Newcastle. But I have
begun to parcel out skeins of wool to other knitters and
have brought some of her materials to Florida where I have
time to do some creative work of my
own. I think of her often.

Our

youngest grandchild, Aggie,
started walking in August over a
month before her first birthday.
Now she and big brother Hank are
exploring the farm together! In November, our friend Chelsea Holmes
delivered a baby girl, Sage, with
Kiwi Daddy Ben Hamilton. We just
heard that they married on January
17th! Double congratulations to this
new family! December 12th, Edward
and Angela Clapp had their second
baby, Edward Anthony Wolf Clapp,
and big sister Penelope is delighted.
December 13th Liz and Stephen
Crum had their first baby, a little
boy they named Atticus Taylor.

had passed. Odie was at least 15 years old and he and Sam
were inseparable. Only a month later we heard that Vicky,
Ben’s Jack, passed as well. Ben and Milo his Pitbull, miss
her happy tail wagging smile. Odie
and Vicky were the last of our Jack
Russell line. As we put this together
we heard from George Reamy had
to say goodbye to his dog, Ruby.
George will miss walking on the
beach with his good friend.

Lastly we found out that Bob’s sis-

ter-in-law, Betty Jean Benner just
passed on. She had been in hospice
care when we saw her last November
on the way south. We send condolances to the Benner compound on
the Eastern Shore of Maryland. We
are grieving with all of you.

I know i have missed some mile-

Just before Bob and I returned for Christmas, Sam called

stones and life changes in the past
year. Forgive me if I missed yours
and know that your comings and goings are important,
and we hope happy ones.

us with the news that Odie, his sweet Jack Russell Terrier,

Summer Camps
Programs are available by the week, half-day

(AM, 9-12 &
PM, 1-4) or Full Day (9-4) for kids 3-16. With a different theme
each week, campers are busy learning about animals, plants
and nature, history, science, crafts, and food. With fun and
games of all kinds, special guests, and creative endeavors, our
campers are assured of a wonderful and entertaining summer
experience. Eight full weeks are available this year. Every
camper gets a special limited edition farm T shirt. Snacks
are provided morning and afternoon. Full-day campers must
bring their own lunch.

Our Kinder Kamp youngest group is specially designed for

tots and early school-aged children. We maintain a 6:1 camper
to counselor ratio with this group. This active hands-on program will surely delight your youngsters as they experience
and learn about the animals and plants of the farm. Crafts,
snacks, music, and lots of fun will be had by all. Classes
are small, so register early! Ages: 3 through 6 years.

Our Explorer group follows children through most of
their elementary years. It is the largest group of campers
and they participate in a range of exciting farm, nature
and craft experiences. Ages: 7 to 11 years.
The Senior camp group is designed to accommodate our

12-16 year-old campers. These older campers will spend
their time delving deeper into the workings of the farm
as well as exploring interests in our ecological, historical

and natural surroundings. Additionally, they will be encouraged to participate in creative independent and group
projects and presentations.

All of these groups will be in close proximity to one another
and we are sensitive and flexible with siblings and friends
who wish to interact with one another.

Counselor

In Training (CIT) program for select 15
through 16 year-olds who apply and meet our criteria.
(Call for information)

Before and After-Care Available! 8-9AM and/or 4-5PM

To register for our Camps, Workshops or
Courses go to www.bennersfarm.com

Kids Workshops
These two-hour workshops will provide
hands-on activities, crafts and instruction
centered around specific areas of the farm.
Each Session: $35, 10AM on Saturday

Colonial Times Programs,
in School & on the Farm

Our exciting, hands-on workshop is now available November through March in schools or combined with a farm field
trip in November, early April, or June. Geared toward the
New York State fourth grade social studies curriculum,
the colonial history program includes a group presentation
which creates a picture about what daily life was like in
colonial times. With specific attention paid to the role of
children in the family, and lots of show and tell materials, this segment sets the tone for the following handson workshops. Each class tries carding, spinning, and
weaving wool, grinding and cooking with corn, stenciling,
writing with quill and homemade ink, and even making a
simple toy to keep and enjoy. Also available are projects
like soap-making, candle dipping, rope making, paper
making, hacky sack and apple head doll making to help
customize your colonial experience. We have designed
programs for age groups from K through 12 and try to fit
your specific needs.

Weekday Courses for
Kids two and up

Four week Sessions!
Mommy (or Daddy!) & Me. A popular pro-

gram for two and three-year-olds in which mother
(or father) and child explore their five senses as they
discover the farm.through looking, touching, smelling,
hearing and even tasting. A snack, a song and a story
complete the fun of each session.
Farm Fun is for young farmers ages 4 to 6.
Meet and learn all about a different farm animal in
four one-hour sessions. The children will learn about
the harvest and preparing for winter on the farm.
Down on the Farm Kids seven and up learn
about farm life through hands-on experience with animals, gardens and chores. We will learn about the fall
garden, the harvest and preservation of foods. This active
hour reinforces responsibility and group cooperation.

April 4th, Bunny Blast, Kids 3-14, Hold and
snuggle and care for our new baby bunnies
April 18th, Cuddle and Care, 3-14, Discover
our animals' habits and their care.
April 25th, Eat Dirt you Worm, 3-14, All 		
about these important composting critters.
May 2nd, Feather Their Nest, 3-14, Help our
wild birds with materials and information

May 9th, Caterpillars & Critters, 3-12 Make
a foot long flower garden caterpillar.
May 16th, Cuddle and Care, 3-14, Discover
our animals' habits and their care.
May 30th, Grow and Taste Garden, 3-14, Take
home an edible and vegetable garden.
June 6th, Sensational Strawberries, 3-14, Pick
ripe fruit, make and take home goodies
September 26th, Scarecrows (kids 3-14), 		
Make a garden guardian of your own.
October 3rd, Apple Fun (kids 3-12), Learn all
about this versatile fruit; delicious and fun.
October 10th, Faerie Houses (kids 4-13), 		
Make garden home for our unseen friends.
October 24th, Pumpkin Fun (kids 3-14), 		

YEARLY CALENDAR

February
17-18
Winter Break Camp
20-23
Workshops/visits for scouts
22 Maple Sugaring Day
March
8
Daylight Savings begins
April
4
Kids Workshop 1 Bunny Blast
4
Farm opens weekends
6-10 Spring Break Fun on Farm Camp starts
11-12
Easter Egg Hunts
14 1st session of Mommy and Me and other 		
courses begin
		
18 Kids workshop 2 Cuddle and Care
25 Kids Workshop 3 Eat Dirt you Worm
May
2
Kids Workshop 4 Feather their Nest
3
Mayday Celebration
9
Sheep and Fiber Weekend
9
Kids Workshop 5 Caterpillars and Critters
Sheep Shearing, Sheep and Fiber Weekend
9
10 Herb and Plant Sale
12 2nd sessions of Mommy and Me and other 		
courses start
		
16 Kids Workshop 6 Cuddle and Care
30 Kids Workshop 7 Grow and Taste Garden
June
6
Kids Workshop 8 Sensational Strawberries
13-14
Strawberry Fair
29 First Week of Camp
July
Camp weeks: July 6, 13, 20, 27
August
Camp weeks: Aug. 3, 10, 17
September
13 Fiddle & Folk Fest
26 Scarecrow Workshop
27 Apple Festival
29 Fall Courses Begin
October
3
Apple Fun Workshop
3-4 Opening Weekend
17-18
Harvest Fair
24 Pumpkin Fun Workshop
November
1
Daylight Savings Time Ends

Type faces indicate: Weekend Event day, Kid Workshop,
Homestead Arts Day, Events, Camp & Courses

To register for our Camps, Workshops or
Courses go to www.bennersfarm.com
E-Mail address: folks@bennersfarm.com
Web site: bennersfarm.com - 631-689-8172

Special Events for 2020

Maple Sugaring Days, Feb 20th-23rd will introduce scouts
and families to learn about this North American development
that we enjoy on our pancakes.All phases from tapping, history,
boiling down, making candy and eating the results!
Easter Extravaganza! April 11th & 12th.

We will be hiding
over 10,000 eggs on each day in four age appropriate fields, three
times during the day. This has become one of our most popular
offerings. Come early! Hunts are free with admission to farm.

The 31th May Day Celebration will be held Sunday, May 3rd.

Bring the family and celebrate the coming of spring. Dance
around the maypole, enjoy live old time music, feed and
cuddle our baby animals, and enjoy the traditional crafts,
vendors and food at our old-fashioned Homestead Arts festival.

Strawberry Fair will be held June 13th and 14th

celebrating
one of nature's finest treats. Our organic berries will be chocolated, sundaed, jammed, and available by the pint or quart.
Try a sample of Bob’s famous strawberry ice cream and spend
the day on our farm listening to homemade music, enjoying the
farm, the animals, and having some good old-fashioned fun!

The ninth annual Fiddle and Folk Fest will be held Sep-

tember 13th featuring great bands and acts, two stages,
vendors, sing alongs, Jam areas, kids area, and of course
the swing and farm. Many folks put this festival on their
calendar as a must see event.

The Long Island Apple Festival will be held once again at
the Sherwood Jayne Farm on Old Post Road in Setauket.
The date is September 27th from 11-4:30 and admission
will be $7 for adults, $5 for kids/Srs. Enjoy this celebration of the Apple as we cook with it, play games with it,
judge pie contests and listen to great local music as well.
This is a wonderful festival fundraiser for Homestead Arts.
Our Harvest Festival will be

held on October 17th and
18th from 12-4 PM. Admission is $8 for adults and $6 for
kids over 2 and seniors. Buy local organic produce and
pumpkins, enjoy a hayride and music by Michael and the
Dingers. Pet and feed our farm animals take a hayride or
ride the swing on a lovely autumn weekend.

Halloween evening Haunted Hayrides will again be of-

fered this year. Our scary figures will be joined by live
ghouls, goblins and other frightening characters. We'll
have themed tableaus along the rides path. We've had rave
reviews when we've done this in the past. Oct. 30 & 31st.

